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Profile: Dr.

N. Oliphant
Van
By Jay Tarbutton
Van N. Oliphant is a man who practices what he
teaches.
For 14 years, Oliphant has taught management in
the Fogelman College of Business and Economics at
Memphis State. He seems to be pretty good at it: he
won theUniversity's Distinguished Teaching Service
Award in 1973 and was appointed a full professor in
1976.
But Oliphant doesn't getto spendmuch time in the
classroom these days. Instead, he's busy puttinginto
practice the principles heteaches his students, as he
manages the University's newest division—the
Division ofAdvancement andContinuing Education.

In September,Oliphant was appointed vice president
for the new division.
The duties of administrative management makeit
hard for him to keep teaching classes on a regular
basis, though he still likes to do it when he can,
Oliphant said recently.
"Periodically I still teach; I haven't done it in a
couple of years," he said. "My schedule is kind of
hectic and I don't like to miss class."
Instead, he said, "I still guest lecture courses
around campus; I lecture three or four classes here
every semester." Also he serves on doctoral-level
dissertation committees,and teachesat theSouthern
School of Banking at Louisiana State University
every summer.
Both teaching and administratingare rewarding,
but there are differencesin the two kinds of work, he
said.
"In teaching, once you'vegot your lesson planned
out, you've got a fluid flow of time all semester,
teaching the theory and practice. In administration,
you've got to take the theory and adaptit to practice.
You're in a dynamic environment.
"One of the reasons I've enjoyed administration is
that it's one of those situations where things are ever
changing; you don't plow the same ground twice.
You can't control all the factors you have to deal
with."
As aresult, working itself is educational-or ought
to be, he said.
"I have always said in my management classes: if
you don't learn anything in your life as an ad
ministrator, there's something wrong. You've got to
continue yourlearning experience. For instance, I've
never been in a meeting where I didn't learn some
thing," he said—then added, jokingly: "of course, it
may have been something I didn't want to know."
The new vice presidential appointment is not
Oliphant's first venture into administration. He's
been combining theory with practice at least since
1974, when he was named assistant dean of the
College ofBusiness Administrationfor publicservice
and continuing education. Since then, he served as
an associate dean of the college, and as executive
assistant to the president for Advancement and
Public Service.
Fittingly, one important focus of Oliphant's ad
ministrative work has been the overseeing of areas
where the theories and expertise of the University's
personnel can behelpfully applied in the community
around it. That is the case with the new division,
which brings together a number of diverse elements
in the University.
Such apparently unrelated unitsas the Center for
Nuclear Studies, the National Alumni Association,
the Continuing Education Office, the Intensive
English for Internationals program, the Public
Service Office and the Development Office are
grouped under the division'sumbrella. For Oliphant,
the common thread among them all is contact with
the community.
"We are the 'outreach' arm of the University,"
Oliphant explained. "The way we look at it, one of
Memphis State's roles is to be a good community
citizen. We have a lot of resources here that can be
very beneficial to Memphis, Shelby County, the

state ... we feel one of our obligations is to aid in
making our community a better place to live."
That aid is not necessarily limited to the city, the
county or even the state. For instance, the Center for
Nuclear Studies operates training programs for
nuclear power plant operators nationwide. Another
unit with a national scope is the National Alumni
Association, which is the communications link
between the University and its former students,
wherever they go.
Most of the outreachis primarilylocal inimpact, of
course. One unit which has provided a lot of local
service, Oliphant said, is the public service office
which does special projects for business and govern
ment in the area. Recently, the unit coordinated
research efforts at the University for the Governor's
Job Skills Task Force, "a blue ribbon committee of
top business people acrossthe state,"he said,"which
studied what kinds of jobs will be opening up in the
state in coming years, to help schools better prepare
their students."
Also, Oliphant said, "We did the financial pro
jections for the Tennessee Comprehensive Higher
Education Study," a project called forby the state's
legislators.
The University'snewest vicepresident doesn't just
oversee projects like these;he's personally involved.
He currently serves on the Mayor's Economic
Recovery Task Forceand on the boardof directors of
Agricenter International. Inthose positions, he said,
he can help mobilize the University's resources to
support the groups' efforts, where they are needed.
The division's outreach efforts benefit the Uni
versity, as well as the community, Oliphant said.
"I think it helps in the development of a faculty
member, to be involved in a practical application of
his expertise," he said. "It's almost like having a
practicing lab: it's not only an exercise—you can see
the results. When you sit on a committee, and
something gets done you cansit back andsay, 'I had
something to do with that.' "
Those efforts are also playing a part in educating
the citizens of Memphis and the surrounding areas
about the quality of Memphis State, he said. "We
have a lot of resources. As we expand our public
service efforts, people are beginning to say, 'We've
got one of the best institutions in the South.'"
The division's services are helpful because they
allow Memphis State to make an impression on
people who it might not otherwise reach, he added.
"We make one of the biggest impressions for the
University, because we are a focal point for the
outside community. Say an executive takes a
woodworking course in Continuing Education; it
may be the only contact he has with us. We have to
make surehe's satisfied. If so, hemight want to send
his son or daughter to the University."
It's obvious that Van Oliphant, the man in charge
of the effort to make the most of the unique
opportunities available to the community at MSU,
enjoys his work. Of course, if this keeps up, he may
continue tohave trouble finding a lot oftime to spend
in the classroom. But it seems likely that this is one
professor who willbe happy to justkeep on practicing
what he teaches.
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Citizens Of The World
By Pat Young
PHILANTHROPY . ... for academic enrichment at Memphis State University
Since 1793, philanthropy has been a way of life in our nation. It has built the great institutions of our
nation—the art galleries, the hospitals, the churches, the colleges and universities.
Philanthropy from the publics of Memphis State University has made a difference. The gifts received during the
annual Academic Fund are used to enrich the academic programs at the University.
The unrestricted gift is the greatest need each year . . . monies that may be used where the need is
greatest . . current and new academic disciplines, scholarships and fellowships for students of merit, and
endowment.
Your philanthropy
administration.

. . your annual unrestricted gift .. . is appreciated by each member of the faculty and the

You may make your check payable to
MSU Foundation
Memphis State University
Memphis, Tennessee 38152
MEMPHIS STATE UNIVERSITY ..

, . . state-assisted
and
privately-inspired
with
philanthropy!

Everyone has heard of Tokyo and can conjure up
visions of Geishagirls andrickshaws at the dropof a
Samurai. Few, however, haveheard of Chiba, Japan,
a suburb of Tokyo.
At least one group of Memphians is very familiar
with the name Chiba. They are the families who
have, at some timeduring thepast eight years, taken
students from Chuo Gakuin University into their
homes and families as a part of the sister school
agreement Memphis State Universityhas with Chuo
Gakuin.
Japanese students who have participated in the
program are very enthusiastic about it. A number of
them have travelled to Memphis more than once as
part of theprogram. Last summer five students from
the previous summer returned.Chuo Gakuin'sschool
catalog is printed with pictures of Memphis State
faculty and the students who visit here. It even
contains a picture of a MSU Tiger banner.
Each summer 20 to 30 Japanese students and
faculty members come to Memphis State to study
and learn more about the American cultural system.
The students stay in the dorms for two weeks during
which time they have extensive English language
training. Most already speak a little English. They
also have some orientation programs into U.S.
cultural and political systems.
As might be expected, the students come armed
with cameras and an inclination to take pictures of
everything and everyone they view. One group, on
being asked about American food, said they weren't
real fond of most American food because they found
it too bland. However, most of the students did like
hamburgers, french fries and Kentucky Fried
Chicken. One of the Japanese professors pointed out
that while Japan has McDonald's hamburgers and
Kentucky Fried Chicken, the two foods taste
differently because the Japanese variety is liberallyseasoned with soy sauce.
Rex Enoch, head of the International Studies
Program at Memphis State said the sister school
program has been a very successful one. "We had
several things in mind initially which have been
affected by the economy such as plans for faculty
exchanges between MSU and Chuo Gakuin. One of
our facultymembers, Dr. PeterTakayama (Sociology)

did go and spend a term teaching at Chuo Gakuin.
Some oftheir faculty have visited here. We havealso
done a lot of book exchanges."
Enoch said the University would like to send
students to Chuo Gakuin but because of the distance
and the money involved it has not been feasible.
MSU has been pleased, Enoch said, with the
interest and involvement of the Japanese in the
sister school program. "Some good relationships
have been developed between families here and the
Japanese students," said the associate professor of
sociology. "I see itas a very personal, cross-cultural
experience. The emphasis is on a people-oriented
type of experience."
Even though Memphis State has not yet sent any
students to Japan, Enoch emphasized thatMemphis
State is committed to this kind of sister school
relationship. "President Carpenter is committed to
international programming. He would likevery much
for there to be an international dimension to every
MSU student's training, and he is interested in
bringing more internationals to the campus."
At the present time, Chuo Gakuin is the only
foreign university with which Memphis State main
tains a sister school relationship. However, Enoch
said, "We do havean informal relationship with the
schools inThe Phillipines.We've exchanged informa
tion about our schools and several of us have been
there and held seminars. At least four people from
there have come here—one on a work/intern basis,
two to work on doctorates and one to work on a
master's degree in business."
Memphis State has also explored thepossibility of
some kind of linkage with Malaysian schools. Their
schools use a lot of American literature and have
modeled their educational system after the U.S.
system. And, although Malay is the principal
language, most speak English. One of the biggest
problems which would have to be overcome says
Enoch is the distance involved between the two
schools.
Another idea for expanding MSU's international
scope that has been discussed, but is not feasible at
this time, would be to offer a Memphis State degree
on the campus of a foreign university.
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Summer Stars
By Laverne Daley

On one springlike Saturday last
February, dozens of youngsingers
and dancers milled around hall
ways and practice rooms in the
theatre department at Memphis
State University, waiting to be
called to audition for a part in the
Whole Lotta Shakin! show to be
presented this summer in The
Amphitheatre on Mud Island.
Inside the audition room, the
scene could have been lifted from
an updated 1940s musical. In leo
tards and tap shoes, in jeans and
tee shirts, and sometimes barefoot,
young hopefuls sang ballads like
"Love Me Tender," and "As Long
As He Needs Me," or belted out
songs like "Great Balls of Fire,"
under the watchful eyes of artistic
director Keith Kennedy, professor
of theatre at MSU. Nearby, stage
director Phillip Giberson, and
musical director George Caldwell,
watched to see which aspirants
possessed the spirit and flair they
were seeking for the show. And

later, dance director Marcquinne
Charles led them, in groups of five
or six, through a series of demand
ing dance routinesa la Ann Miller
and Gene Kelly.
Then the prospective performers
went home to wait for the phone
call, the call bidding 30 or 40 of the
most promising to return to call
backs and another chance at the
eight available parts in this year's
version of Whole Lotta Shakin!
What does it take to be one of the
"talented twenty" stars of Mud
Island? According toartistic direc
tor Kennedy, "We look for the rare
person, thegifted individual witha
good heart. We want singers who
dance and dancers who sing, be
cause the show is essentially song
and dance. We look for racial and
sexual balance. With a returning
group of 12 from last year's show,
we look for very specific kinds of
individuals."
Last year, creators of the show
went around the country to seek
out those individuals, bringing

performers from Atlanta and New
York here to work withlocal singers
and dancers. "Memphis music,
which Whole Lotta Shakin! cele
brates, developed its own unique
characteristics because of people
coming here and wedding their
individual cultural identities in
terms of musical identities in a
specific kindof way,"Kennedy said.
"We thought that by bringing in
some outside performers who would
bring their own rhythmsto anindi
genous group here, we would achieve essentially the samething."
This year, however, the cast will
be a home-grown group, mostly
from the Mid-South. One such
home-grown performer is Sandy
Beach, 20, a former singer and
dancer at Libertyland and a model
and dancer for"Seventeen" Maga
zine. Sandy has studied dance 10
years and voice for 5, and has
entertained for Miss Tennessee,
Miss MSU and Miss Memphis
pageants.
Brenda Patterson, who was also
in the show last year, grew up on a
farm in Arkansas, and began sing
ing in nightclubs before she was
20. She has recorded albums for
CBS, Playboy and has done back
ground vocals with Bob Dylan and

worked on the soundtrack for a
Jack Nicholson film.
Also performing again this year
is Gloria Robinson, from Jackson,
Tenn. who sang and danced at
Libertyland and who toured the
Orient and the Mediterranean with
D.O.D. Showcase. She is studying
dance andmusic at MSU and sing
ing with Southern Comfort.
Dwight Turner, a native Memphian, minister of music at his
church and section leader of the
National Baptist Convention youth
choir, has been in Pippin, Inner
Wonder and An Evening of Soul.
He isa seniormusical theatremajor
at MSU.
Steve Wilkerson, 23, came from
Amarillo, Texas, to audition for a
part in Shakin! He has a back
ground in film andmusical comedy
and last year played the master of
ceremonies in Carousel at Play
house on the Square.
Those chosen for the show go
into an intenserehearsal period in
June, working eight hours a day,
six days a week to get the show
ready for the mid-July opening.
Then they will perform 90 minutes
of high energy music and dance
every Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday evening through August.
The pay, $200 per week,is attrac
tive, as is the opportunity for each
performer to showcase his or her
unique talents. "The show is de
manding both in terms of singing
and dancing," Kennedy said, "and
it allows them to really show their
abilities. Because of where it is
done, people from all over the world
see them, and often times talent
scouts will bestruck by someonein
situations like that. Anytime you
can getprofessional work like that,
it's good."
Student Dwight Turner echoed
that statement. "Shakin! opened
up some avenues for me. Shoe
Productions wanted me to come in
for recordings for jingles after the
show and some film companies
called me about commercials.
People got to know who we are and
what we do."
Turner is as eager to be part of
the second production of Whole
Lotta Shakin!as he was ofthe first.
"I'm looking forward tothis year's
show," he said."Last year, it gave
us the feeling we were really doing
something substantialfor Memphis
people and Memphis music," he
said.

Whole Lotta Shakin! exemplifies
the real roots of Memphis music,
which expressed the pain and hope
of poor whites and blacks in their
rural beginnings and their moves
to the city, and the cross-cultural
influences the blacks and whites
had on each other in terms of their
music, according to Kennedy.
"The first act celebrates W.C.
Handy as the totem of the first part
of the century, and the second act
obviously has Elvis Presley as the
other totem," he said. "We also
celebrate two living icons, Jerry
Lee Lewis and B.B. King, so the
spectrum of the show runs from
early rural blues and church
congregational musicto somewhere
beyond Isaac Hayes' 'Shaft,' always
looking toward tomorrow with a
sense of the continuation of that
spirit of Memphis music."
No city on earth has contributed
the kind of influence in the 20th
century on music that Memphis
has, Kennedy said,and visitors are
sometimes moreaware of that than
Memphians. Many of those visitors
were among the 22,000 who saw
the show during itseight week run
last year.
According to Patricia Rogers of
Mud Island's public relations
department, those visitors came
from Georgia, Pennsylvania and
Texas, as well as from the MidSouth region. International visitors
came from Berlin, Switzerland and

Japan. Many of those visitors
pronounced Whole Lotta Shakin!
equal toa Broadwayreview, Rogers
said.
"Whole Lotta Shakin! certainly
made people from all over the world
very aware of Memphis State,"
Kennedy said."We dida production
in Toronto last winter to 2,000
international tour brokers from
around the world and it wasso well
received that I have been told more
than 200 bus tours were booked as
a direct result of that one show."
Such recognitionmakes Kennedy
beam. "Iwould reallylike toempha
size the fact that the University
had the foresight to become pro
ducers of this show. It's the best
kind of thing, it seems to me, that
the University could be doing;
supporting, encouragingand devel
oping new talent and original
works, and it's certainly a great
showcase for the University over
all."
Although there are no plans to
take this year's production of
Shakin! to Toronto, Kennedy is
pursuing the possibility of taking it
on tour to China. "It would be
great," he said. "We're working
through the State Department but
it's along, drawn-out affair tomake
that happen. I would love to take a
group of black and white young
Americans, and set them down in
the middle of China. The eyes of
the world would focus on that."
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patient is bleeding to death and
still has to fill out forms,' she said.
On impulse I took the form,
crumpled it into a ball and threw it
away. I looked her in the eye and
asked her to talk to me. She said
she was a succesful nurse but
wanted to move up. She came back
to MSU to get her BSN but had
been frustrated by several D grades.
After that first visit she came often
to the center.She entered the speed
learning class, sought the help of
an English tutor and a math tutor.
Grateful, she told other students.
Later, she'd stop in to announce
she'd earned another A. Ididn't see
her for a while, then last week, she
By Laurie Petrick
came by tosay she'd beenaccepted
into a PhD. program."—from a
"Mary felt sure that Cindy would Health Center, Handicapped Stu counselor at the Educational Sup
not kill herself, although that is dent Services, VeteransAffairs and port Program.
Carson and his divisionstaff say
what she had threatened to do on University Placement,says helping
the phone. Mary wanted to be sure, students outsideof the classroom is they seemany studentswho have a
lot
goingfor them. "Everybody has
so she got me. Cindy's door was all part of theirjob. "Wehelp people
chained. She would not respond to to grow. There are many ways some uniqueness about themselves
and you should try to preserve it,"
our calls.
students need help—financially, to
"I called in, 'Cindy, this is John, get out of a real jam, to help with a he said. "We want the students to
the housing manager. Come to the little confidence-building or to give leave here with a little more poise
and a little clearer direction. You
door immediately or we will break them some genuine affection."
gain thatby meetingother students,
the chain. We need to know if you
"I always feel so much better faculty andstaff; by joining organi
are all right.'
when I leave. My counselor is so
"About 10 kicks later, the chain accepting and she helps me feel zations; by taking on a task and
broke. The living room furniture positive. She seems so happy and accomplishing it."
"Three years ago a student came
was thrown all over. Through the satisfied with her ownlife; it makes
bedroom door, past the half-empty me feel there is hope for me."— to MSU who was just out of the
wine bottle and five or six empty from a student client of the Personal service, 25 years old, a father and
pill containers was Cindy, passed Counseling Unit of the Center for recently divorced. He got involved
at this University and became a
out on the bathroom floor.
Student Development.
major campus leader. He won a
"Ihelped this student by making
Student Educational Services
a quick decisionand acting uponit. gives whatCarson calls"the human scholarship. He joined a fraternity.
He went on to win one of the top
It saved her life."
touch" to the students at MSU.
The aboveis atrue incidentabout Often times students seem sur- awards this campus gives. He,
himself,
will admit that he did the
an MSU student, although the prised to find nice people at the
names in this story and the stories University—they seem surprised to best thing he could have done for
that follow have been changed. An find nice administrators whocare," himself by getting involved in
MSU Residence Life married stu he said."Sure, there are disappoint campus activities,"—from the dean
dent housing manager told of the ments in this job—students who of Student Life.
Each MSU student is an indi
incident. It was part of his job to never touch their potential. But for
help. It is no less tragic or heart each disappointment, there's a vidual with different needs. They
warming than any of the other student, a real sleeper, who turns are of different ages and sexes,
nationalities andraces. They bring
stories staff members inthe Student out to be a pleasant surprise."
different backgrounds and often
Educational Services Division at
She stood in the doorway not
Memphis State can recount about committing herself toenter or leave different problems to the Univer
how they are called upon daily to the Learning Center. She wasabout sity.
"Peter, a navy veteran, applied
help thestudents ofthis University. 30, neatly dressed and carrying a
Dr. Donald Carson, vice president bulging briefcase. 'Is this where I to the VA for advance pay to attend
of the division which includes Stu can getsome help withmy studies?' MSU in the fall. After the semester
dent Development, Financial Aid, she asked. I invited her to fill out a began, the VA sent Peter a letter
Student Life, Center for Student form for a student folder and must denying him the benefits because
Development, Minority Affairs, have touched a nerve. 'That's like he had made his final program
Judicial Affairs, Residence Life, the emergency room where the change. They said they would
reconsider if Peter proved his last

A Human
Touch

program change was made due to
circumstances beyond his control.
With the help of a records clerk in
the office, he drafted a letter of
explanation. Over a year later, the
VA reevaluated his case and
awarded Peter $4,089 of back pay,
retroactive to the fall semester when
he had applied,"—from the director
of Veterans Affairs.
Because the student population
at MSU is so diverse, SES tries to
have personnel available to deal
with the special problems of a
student away from home for the
first time, an adult returning to
college after many years or a for
eigner to the country.
"The international student is like
a newborn. Everything is new—
the food, the language, the pace of
life; in short, culture shock. Many
encounter problems in adjusting to
their new environment. Onestudent
from Nigeria was a vegetarian
when he arrived in this country. He
was introduced to McDonald's and
fell in love with the Big Mac. I
advised him togo slow and give his
system time to adjust to the alien
foods. He called me two weeks later
to say he was in the hospital. His
digestive system could not adjust
to the amount of Big Macs he had
consumed."—from the dean of
Minority Affairs.
People don't leave their troubles
at home when they come to class
each day, and often their troubles
happen while they're on the cam
pus. Sometimes their need is
immediate and urgent and they
often wind upin theoffice of a staff
member of Student Educational
Services.
"Our daughter burned her leg
with an iron two weeks ago at
school. She received wonderfuland
considerate care from the doctors
and nurses at the HealthCenter on
campus. During the two weeks, she
went often to the Center for whirl
pool baths and because of the
treatment she received, the leg
healed without a disfiguring scar.
MS U's security officers took her to
and from classes during this time.
We are most grateful, "—from the
parents of a patient at the Health
Center.
While some emergencies are
serious in nature, others are not.
But the need for help is still there

and thestaff membermust respond.
"One day a student on the verge
of hysterics came into our office.
He had lost his ID and on top of
that, had received a bill for $200
worth of campus traffic violations.
After issuing him a new ID card,
we researched his traffic case and
discovered an error in his favor. He
left a much happier man."—from a
secretary in Judicial Affairs.
Vice President Carson says he's
found that people are usually
appreciative when you help them.
"You don't do ajob likethis fora lot
of recognition," he said. "I've had
kids in trouble who needed the
rules bent a little, who will come
back later and ask, 'How can I
repay you?' I tell them, 'Whenyou're
in a position to help someonesome
day, do it."
"A partially-sighted student who
cannot see well at a distance to
identify buildings, street signs or
room numbers, comes to us for
travel orientation each semester.
Before classes begin, we chart the
easiest and safest route for him to
follow between classes. We travel
with him several times along the
route helping him memorize and
practice until he can do it alone.
He's then tested under supervision
to verify this. These few hours of
help let this student travel inde
pendently about campus, eliminat
ing theneed for a constant guide."—
from the director of Handicapped
Student Services.
So many students feel at times
they are just another number tothe
University that they are often
surprised to learn of the many
services available to them as stu
dents at MSU. Often they don't
come looking for helpuntil it's time
to graduate and find a job.
"Last year a senior had several
job interviews during his last two
semesters and actually accepted a
job offer prior to beginning his
final term. Naturally, he told other
employers of his decision and
discontinued his job search. Just
before graduation, his new em
ployers withdrew their offer because
of changes in the economy. After
hearing about this, a member of
the University Placement staff
contacted one of the firms the
student had previously rejected and
advised them of the student's situa

tion and his new interest in their
company. Discussions betweenthe
student and the employer were
reopened with the results of a job
offer being made and accepted. "—
from the director of University
Placement.
While the students who get help
from an area of Student Educa
tional Services are often impressed
with the people they meet, so are
the SES personnel. "At MSU, the
thing that's really impressed me is
the number of good people who are
students," said Carson. "I see so
many kids whom I would be so
proud to have as my son or my
daughter."
The purpose of these men and
women is to help the students who
come to Memphis State for an
education. As Carson puts it, "I
think we try to communicatein our
division the importance of honesty,
caring andhaving aloving nature."
"A very modest, attractive young
lady, about 27, walked into the
Student Aid Office. She had three
small children and her husband
left her without saying a word. She
kept hoping she'd hear from him,
but after two years sherealized she
would not. She knew she had to go
back to school, but she had no
money and no job. She placed her
children with her parents and
enrolled at MSU as a full-time
student. She was forced to drop one
class because she needed her bus
money for food instead of trans
portation. It was then she came to
our office. Crying,she put her pride
aside and told us her problems and
her great need for financial aid.
The problem was discussed in
private with the director and the
employment clerk. Shewas assured
by both that helpwas therefor her.
She was placed in the College Work
Study Programas a student worker.
She is now enrolled for 16 hours,
majoring in physics and has a
current grade point average of 3.40.
The department where she works
on campus is very pleased with her
work.
"She continues to come by the
Student Aid Office to express her
appreciation. I am sure that she
will be another great student that
we at MSU will be proud of."—from
the director of Student Financial
Aid.
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By Laurie Petrick

This summer, as like most, kids
will go to camp to have fun, swim,
hike, make friends and grow.
The summer camp experience is
important to every child, but espe
cially to those with physical or
developmental difficulties. For the
special child, a special campsponsored by Memphis State
University and the East Memphis
Exchange Club—is continued each
summer because, as oneparent put
it, "Our children have no place to
go during the summer and will
have to stay home and be bored.
Please have the camp again next
year becausethe handicappedchild
is forever being overlooked."
Dae Valley Camp was started in
1967 by an extraordinarylady, Mrs.
Betty Owen, assistant professor,
health, physical education and
recreation, who wanted to create a
place where kids with all kinds of
difficulties could take part in all
the physical activities each child
finds available at summer camp.
That the children learn and grow
as well is icing on the grand
motherly Owen's cake.
By the end of each two-week
session, (three sessions are held

each summer and many campers
attend more than one session), the
children find self-confidence, im
prove muscle coordination and
learn to follow directions.
No miracles are worked, but a lot
of surprises can happen.
Owen and her staff (MSU grad
uate students, city school teachers
and former campers) group the
children byability ratherthan class
or label. And they often discover
that spontaneous friendships occur
among the campers.
"Have youever beendown?" asks
Owen. "Well,some ofthese children
have never been up. So it's special
when you see them find buddies at
camp. One year an emotionallydisturbed child who was really a
pain to work with at times, struck
up a friendship with a blindchild."
Along with the friendships, hik
ing, swimming, tumbling and
games (all of which are closely
supervised), the campers receive
personal instruction. The developmentally-disabled or physicallyhandicapped childoften hasa short
attention span, says Owen, so
learning can sometimes be a diffi
cult task. But the campers surprise
the teachers in this area, too.
"When the camp was begun, it
was heldon my 25-acre farm,"said
Owen; "and when the tutoring
sessions were held there were
always distractions because we
would sit out in the open at a picnic
table while other campers were
running around playing with the
farm animals. One day we were
sitting at the table when one of my
goats hopped up onto the picnic
table inthe midstof all the children.
They looked up andlaughed at the
goat, but then they returned to
their lesson—every one. And that's
really something."
And it's also really something to
see learning-disabledchildren using
sign languageto communicate with
hearing-impaired children or
hearing-impaired kids helping the
visually-impaired ones get around
during the day.
Camp afternoons are spent at
the pool at MSU's South Campus.
Campers are encouraged to try new
activities, says Owen, butemphasis
is placed on "one-step-at-a-time"
achievements such as conquering
the fearof sitting on the edge of the
pool. And, a safety rope around the
waist is often all that's needed to
boost the confidence of a camper

going into deep water, while other
children play with floats in the
shallow end.
Dae Valley Camp charges $50
per camper per session but Owen
stresses that MSU never makes a
profit from the venture. "We just
want tomake surecamp continues."
Another group with that same
goal isthe East Memphis Exchange
Club who provides a yearly dona
tion to fund suppliesand tuitionfor
deaf children going to the camp
and help pay the salaries of the
deaf campers' teachers.
Last year, an average of 80 Dae
Valley campers per session were
hearing-impaired children taking
advantage of the Exchange Club's
gift.
Rewards from the Dae Valley
experience come in many forms.
From the camp t-shirt each child
receives, to the completion of a
special "take-home" craft, to the
achievement of a new skill or
athletic ability;each camperis sure
not to go home with less than he
started.
Parents of the campers feel a
different kind of happiness when
they see the impact Dae Valley
Camp makes on their children.
"All I can say is 'thank you,' "
said one. "My son Richie had a
wonderful time. He went to camp
with an eagerness you wouldn't
believe. Hecame homewith a smile.
He loved it and it made my day
when I knew he had enjoyed
himself."
Ninety-six percentof the parents
surveyed one summer felt their
children enjoyed camp and wanted
their sonsand daughtersto partici
pate again. Another parent saw
her childgrow after his timeat Dae
Valley.
"Joey always blossoms during
day campand you can see a definite
gain in maturity after a summerat
Dae Valley,"she said. "We had the
opportunity to enroll him in a free
camp but chose to continue him at
Dae Valley because it is so benefi
cial for him. His happiness is of
prime importance and he is happy
at Dae Valley."
Dae Valley Camp will be held in
two-week sessions June 20-July 29
this summer. For information on
enrolling a child or making a
contribution of a child's tuition,
contact the MSU Continuing Edu
cation Office at 901-454-2381.
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• Specially-designed
(for MSU alumni).
• 3 nights Copenhagen.
• Almost all meals.

Three exciting Travelin' Tigers Tours
from your National(Alumni Association

NERVE TINGLING

A Lion Kill in the early morning
A Giraffe nibbling on the tender shoots of a Thorn Tree

MAGICAL

Sunset over the Uaso Nyiro River

SPECTACULAR

The Migration of Wildebeeste in the Masai Mara

AWE INSPIRING

A million Flamingos

SURPRISING

Eternal Snow on the Equator

MAJESTIC

Mt. Kilimanjaro above Amboseli

PHOTOGENIC

Cheetah against the backdrop of themajestic mountain

EXCITING

Ritual dances of Masai Warriors

UNIQUE

Elephants have the Right of Way

ONE OF THE MOST EXCITING
MSU ALUMNI TOURS EVER OFFERED!

JULY 14-30, 1983

SOME OFTEN ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT A SAFARI. . .
Q. Do we have to camp?
Q. What is a typical day like?
A. No. This is a luxury safari. Beautiful,
A. The day beginsaround 6a.m. with aquick
modern lodges with spacious rooms that
cup of coffee before the early morning
have their own toilet and bath or shower.
gamerun. This is the best time for gameEven the tented camp has private toilet/
viewing, when the animals are most active
shower tents behind each double tent. Both
and thelight best forphotography. We return
provide swimming pools, fullAmerican bars,
for breakfast and thenrelax in the lodgeuntil
breathtaking verandas and excellent dining.
the late afternoon gamerun,avoiding theheat
of
the day.
Q. Is Kenya safe?
Of course certainmornings are oftenspent
A. Kenya is probably among the very safest
traveling from one park to another, as
African countries. Since independence in
described in the itinerary.
1962, the country has enjoyed a stable
government dedicated to freeenterprise and
Q. Is this really the best time to go?
parliamentary democracy.
A. This is absolutely the best time of year for
gameviewing in Kenya. FromJuly -September,
Q. What Is this gamevlewing vehicle we hear
as many as a million animals come into
about?
Kenya's Mara from Tanzania's Serengeti,
A. A specially refitted Volkswagen or Nissan
reenacting an awesome and breathtaking
minibus van. A photographic hatch replaces
migration that has not changed since time
the roof and reenforcedsuspensions allow it
immemorial. What's more the temperatures
to tackle the sometimes difficult terrain. The
are coolest, theclimate dry and the savannah
interior is spacious and the ride quite
fresh
and green.
comfortable.

Glasgow, Edinburgh
SCOTLAND

Limerick
IRELAND

London
ENGLAND

The British Isles

$999*
NASHVILLE & ATLANTA

SPEND 8 DAYS and 7 NIGHTS IN London, ENGLAND

• Deluxe accommodations.
• Best guides.
• $2795 (RT, Memphis).
• Incredible.

DELIGHTFUL

Q. Who Is our guide?
A. A safari has almost as many guides as
visitors! Each minibus has a professional
African driver/guide. He is a mechanic,
gamespotter and navigator allin one. Hecan
answer practically any question you might
have about the animals,birds, people, etc. In
charge ofthe collectedconvoy isan American
or European Safari Manager. From time to
time we also invite park rangers to join our
gameruns.

(VacatioiiWariety!

®l)f ih'lfefj Mesf

Extend Your Dream Vacation for an additional 6 days/6 nights in

RUSSIA

A UNique expeRieNce
Including 5 Cities of:

MOSCOW * LENINGRAD • TBILISI * TASHKENT
SAMARKAND
plus overnight in HELSINKI
• Roundtrip air transportation to
Moscow.
• All rail, bus and air transportation
• First class hotel accommodations
• Three meals per day
• Daily sightseeing with English
speaking guides
• Three theatre performances
ik Gala farewell banquet
• Transfers and baggage handling i
• Fully escorted
• First class hotel accommodations and continental
breakfast only will be included in Helsinki
IT'S ANOTHER WORLD, AN OLD WORLD, A
FASCINATING WORLD AND IT'S WAITING
TO BE DISCOVERED BY YOU.

15 exciting days

DECEMBER 29

through
JANUARY 12

Further information may be
obtained by writing or calling:

MSU ALUMNI CENTER
MEMPHIS, TENN. 38152
901-454-2701

SCOTLAND & IRELAND

$299*Addition.i

"Plus 15% tax and services per person, based on Double Occupancy.
Single Occupancy For One-Week Program$200.00 Additional. For Two-Week
Program $300.00 Additional.
DEPARTING THURSDAY, AUGUST4,1983. RETURNING FRIDAY, AUGUST
12,1983.
Memphis Departure Price Also Available. (See Below.)

LOOK AT THE SAVINGS!

A once-in-a-lifetlme
opportunity! Compare our price with what you would pay if you planned it
yourself.

Round trip jet transportation
$660
Hotel accommodations, transfers, baggage handling,
tips and taxes for one week
$400.50
Total price of do-it-yourself vacation (one-week)
$1060.50
WE SAVE YOU $256.65 per person, $513.30 per couple!
CHOOSE FROM THESE CONVENIENT
DEPARTURE CITIES AND PRICES
DEPARTING
• August 4,1983
• August 4, 1983
• August 4,1983
• August 4,1983

Atlanta
Boston

+ 15% ($157.35)=$1206.35
+ 15% ($149.85)=$1148.85
$ 999.0I + 15% ($149.85)=$1148.85
$ 699.0! + 15% ($104.85)=$ 803.85

Your One-Week BritishIsles Vacation Include:
Round trip jet transportation via North
west Orient or other scheduled service.
In-flight dining and beverage service.

•

Send me more on these three exciting Trav^Hn' Tigers Tours:
British Isles

CD Kenya Safari

•

Transportation and baggage handling
between the airports and hotels.

•

A half-day sightseeingtour of Edinburgh.

•

Inter-city air transfer and baggage
handling betweenGlasgow andLimerick.

•

Accommodations for three nights in
Limerick at theLimerick Inn orClare Inn.
An informative briefing to acquaint you
with the optional tours and scenic
highlights available to you.

Superior first-class hotel accommoda
tions at the Tower Hotel.

All taxes and tipsfor services included in
the program (hotel taxes, bellmen,
chambermaids, baggage handling,
general hotel staff).
An informative briefing to acquaint you
with the optional tours and scenic
highlights available to you.
A hospitality deskstaffed by expertswho
will advise you on what to do andsee in
the area.

Mail coupon to:

MSU National Alumni Association
Memphis State University
Alumni Center
Memphis, Tennessee 38152

Inter-city transfer andbaggage handling
between Londonand Glasgow viaBritish
Rail.
Accommodations for three nights in
Glasgow at the Glasgow Holiday Inn.t

All flight reservations and tickets pre
pared in advance.

•

CD Russia Tour CD

$1492.70
$1147.70

In Addition to all the Features of our
One-Week Tour Your
Optional One-Week Extension Includes:

Optional Dining Program: For your
convenience, a special meal option is
available. The one week plan includes
seven American breakfasts and four
dinners for $99.00 per person. For two
weeks the plan includes thirteen Ameri
can breakfasts and eight dinners for
$199.00 per person.

•

A hospitality desk staffedby experts who
will advise you onwhat to do and seein
the area.
tNOTE: Due to airline scheduling,
passengers may receive an additional
night in Ireland in lieu of theirthirdnight
in Scotland.

Gearing Up For The Information Era
Joe is 43 and has worked as an
insurance agentfor 25 years. When
his company brought in videodisplay terminalsfor thesecretarial
staff, Joe and the others laughed at
the "new-fangledboxes" thatmade
the funny sounds and looked a lot
like TV sets with typewriters.
But Joe'snot laughingnow. Soon
after the VDT's invaded the secre
tarial pool, they were such asuccess
in savingtime and paperwork, that
management purchased terminals
for each member of the sales force.
This morning as Joe sat down at
the green-black screen and logged
in his code name, the blinking
16

cursor preceding the letters that
flashed across the screenannounc
ed a messagewaiting. Joepunched
a few keys to call up the message.
The machinehummed andbeeped
back—"YOUR POSITION WITH
THIS COMPANY HAS BEEN
TERMINATED ASPART OFTHE
NEW REORGANIZATION
PLAN." The screen went black.
The cursor blinked for further
instructions.
In other words, Joe, you've just
been fired by a machine.
Is thisa possiblescenario? Should
we worry that the technological
revolution has advanced us to the
point of such impersonality? Or
should we be relieved that a

machine can now perform a task
we dislike doing ourselves?
This is one of the situations or
effects high technology has the
potential to bring about in society.
This effect on our lives by the
information-intense era is fertile
ground for research, believes MSU
President Thomas Carpenter.
The Information Revolution—
What Is It?
"There are many answers to the
title," says Carpenter, "none yet
set in concrete.
"It is excitement amongeconomic
development companies and
Chambers of Commerce. It is the
romance of Silicon Valley, the
Research Triangle and other sup

posed success stories. Let's say the
first blush is romance, but we will
have to wait andsee ifthe marriage
lasts. It is alreadyhaving problems.
"We have had advanced tech
nology for years . . . some ready
examples are the automation in the
steel mills, theautomotive industry,
even radish harvesters. Ten years
from now, 1993, we will probably
consider today's technology as
crude by standards in that year.
"Nearly everybody is using the
term 'hightechnology' or'high tech'
these days and theyare consistently
referring to 'the current rapid rate
of innovative application of what
appear to be a relatively few, but
very significant, inventions or dis
coveries.' For example, inventions
and subsequent improvements in
computers have led to fantastic
results. However, most modern
computers use the same concept as
the original computer.
"A newspaper story described a
psychological problem area begin
ning to emerge as a direct result of
the information revolution. Dr.
Thomas McDonald in California
said that by 1985 there will be an
estimated seven million portable
computers in use. It concerns him
that such a revolution is taking
place and hardlyanyone islooking
at its impact on family life. Hehas
designed tests for companies that
allow them to detectsigns of "com
puter obsession"among employees,
and heleads grouptherapy sessions
for "computer widows" and their
mates. A phenomenon isdeveloping
among some computer users that
results in their spending most of
their time at home in front of their
computer, at a cost to family life.
"The impact of the information
revolution is great because of the
ever-widening scope and variety of
application—almost everything we
do is affected. While all of high
technology is not computer-related
necessarily, we are conditioned to
assume so since most of the recent
dramatic advances involve the
computer. One firm is now produc
ing Laurel and Hardy films in color
with a computer adding color to
each frame as itfollows themotion
of the original film. The laser re
presents a very advanced level of
technology. Its use is becoming
commonplace in surgery, particu
larly eye surgery, and in commu
nications. In manufacturing it is
used as a device to obtain exact

measurements, and it isconsidered
by the military (and some movie
producers) to have possibilities as
a weapon—certainly as an aiming
tool, plus lasers are the basis for
developments in holography.
Microchipping Away
At The Old Ways
"We are in the PACMAN era
now. In the 1970's, the micro
computer andchip wereintroduced.
Costs came down, the door opened
to applications and some results
have been marvelous. Inmedicine,
there has been the development of
CAT scanners, bioengineering and
monitors. The microcomputer is
also hardat work in music,art, and
engineering design. In the office it
is seen in accounting, word pro
cessing, teleconference, etc. In
transportation it is controlling
traffic, operating automotive en
gines (carburetors), operating
guidance systems in planes and
ships, and is a part of instrumen
tation.
"Its use is just beginning in the
home, where it is already a part of
new appliances and will become a
part of banking, shopping, etc.,
from the home. The use insatellites
is already obvious in the research
and study of geology, meteorology,
communications and facsimile
transmission. New terms—ground
station uplinks,dish—have already
become partof ourdaily vocabulary.
"Robotics couldhave astaggering
effect on society. Japan already
leads the world in the production
and use of robots (a recent figure
showed 7,000 in use there, 3,000 in
this country)and thisdevelopment
requires considerable attention to
determine the impact on the work
force and the work ethic of this and
other countries.
The Need For Research And
Study
"Computers are viable teaching
tools and offer exciting opportuni
ties for simulations and modeling.
We see today what industry has
managed and is managing by
putting the computer to work. We
in education must putit to work in
every discipline—including, and
with perhaps special interest in,
the humanities. We must take the
lead in learning how to live and
work in this information era.
"The potential effects of tech
nology should be explored by
scholars from many fields, includ

ing sociology, banking, engineer
ing, law, education, philosophy,
psychology, communication, rec
reation, mathematical sciences,
biology and others.
"The new information techno
logies—telecommunication and
computers—may well change our
society more than any previous
technical development. Information
and knowledgehave becomecritical
factors in economic growth. A new
economic order is emerging—one
based not so muchon production of
goods, but on knowledge and
information.
Faculty Input-Output
"An invitation was issued to the
faculty of MSU during the spring
semester tomake suggestionsrelat
ing to the establishment of a center
to study the impactof high techno
logy on various disciplines. The
idea for such an application of
MSU's faculty expertise and re
search capabilities was first
broached during a visit to the
campus by the University's Re
search Board of Visitors—an
advisory group of 16 industry,
education and government leaders
who make suggestions to promote
and expand MSU's researchactiv
ities. The idea to study high
technology's impact on society
brought several quick responses.
The chairman of themathematical
sciences department wrote thathis
'personal mission for the next few
years is to teacheveryone to use the
microcomputer, todemystify it,and
to help people be comfortable with
its use!' A professor in the theatre
and communication arts depart
ment pointed out that the com
munication industry will be the
leader in funds spent for research
and development with $12.8 billion
spent out of a total research and
development investmentin theU.S.
of $83.6 billion for 1983.
"We feel that all our college
disciplines have a stake in the
rapidly-changing arena of the
information revolution,and we are
pressing our faculty to become
involved in studies regarding
development, use and impact of
innovations. We feel strongly that
Memphis State University has an
obligation to assist people of our
area to benefit from technological
improvements and to cope with
whatever disadvantages might
result from implementations."
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At The Head Of
The Class
Brig. Gen. A. Paul Bruno,
USAF (ret.)

It's easy to go off, become
distinguished in your fieldand
lose track of where you got
your start. But Paul Bruno,

Too often alumni feel they've all
been forgotten by their alma mater
except when it's time to ask for
money. And while it's nice when
alumni remember to support their
university, it's also nice when the
university remembers the alumni.
Four individuals who've not
forgotten Memphis State over the

who received his Air Force
commission throughAFROTC
at Memphis State in 1954, has
not done that.
As the first MSU graduate
to achieve flag rank in the Air
Force, Bruno has returned
several times to the campus,
as a commencement speaker
and visitor to the student
cadets in MSU's Department
of Aerospace Studies.
After graduatingfrom MSU
with a B.A. degree, Bruno
served at Rhein-Main AFB,
Germany; Westover AFB,
Mass.; HeadquartersStrategic
Air Command, Offutt AFB,
Neb.; Ramey AFB, Puerto
Rico; 4258th Strategic Wing
at U-Tapao RoyalThai Naval
Airfield, Thailand; Allied
Forces South, Naples, Italy;
McClellan AFB, California,
and Hill AFB, Utah. In July,
1981, General Bruno assumed
the duties of commander of

the International Logistics
Center, Wright-Patterson
AFB.
In December, 1982, Bruno
retired from active military
duty after 28 years of service.
At the retirement ceremonies
he received the highest noncombat award given by the
Air Force, The Distinguished
Service Medal. Bruno's other
military decorations and
awards include the Legion of
Merit, Bronze Star Medal,
Meritorious Service Medal,
Joint ServicesCommendation
Medal and Air Force Medal
with two oak leaf clusters.
Since retiring, Bruno has
joined the BDM Corporation
as assistant vice president,
logistics plans. He and his
wife, Jean,are inSaudi Arabia
for two years with the com
pany. Bruno is working with
the Royal Saudi Air Force in
the area of logistics.

years, were honored this spring as
recipients of the University's high
est honor conferred upon MSU
alumni and friends, the Distin
guished Alumni Awards.
Established in 1977 by the MSU
National Alumni Association, the
awards give special recognition to
individuals who, through their

service and/orachievements, have
brought honor and distinction to
Memphis State. Selection is made
in any of four areas: achievement,
service, friend to the University
(given to non-alumni) and distin
guished young alumnus (presented
to a person under 35).
The 1983 honorees join the pre

R. Brad Martin

How many 21 year-olds
make it to the State Legis
lature? Onlyone, sofar—MSU
alumnus Brad Martin.
Just two days after his 21st

vious recipientsof these prestigious
awards: CarolCameron Darr, Cecil
C. Humphreys, Frank Magoffin,
Harvey Maxwell, C.L. McComas,
Curtis Person, Jr., Flora Rawls,
Ellen Davies Rodgers, R.M. "Bill"
Robison, J. Millard Smith (post
humous), Ronald Terry and Bob T.
Williams.

birthday in 1972, Martin be
came the youngest member
ever elected to the Tennessee
General Assembly. He served
ten years in the House of
Representatives and was
elected Assistant Minority
Leader. In surveys among the
membership and Capitol Hill
observers, he was regularly
listed as among the top ten
members of the governing
body and was named "Most
Effective Republican" and
"Most Persuasive in Debate"
by one publication.
Upon his retirement last
November, one local paper
said, "Martin is not likely to
be replacedanytime soon.Brad
Martin was one of the legisla
ture's few learned members
and Shelby County's most
effective legislator."

William N. (Bill) Morris, Jr.
George E. Crone

Walt Whitman said, "Behold
I do notgive lectures or a little
charity, When I give I give
myself." Much the same can
be said of "super volunteer"
George E. Crone.

Crone, president and owner
of the G.E. Crone Monument
Company, has had a distin
guished record of service to
the community; and Memphis
State has benefitted from his
service as well.
He is a member of the MSU
President's Club, Tiger Club
and the Athletic Director's
Sports Action committee. He
has also served on the Mem
phis StateFoundation and the
board of Greater Memphis
State, Inc.
In 1976-77, Crone served as
president of the MSUNational
Alumni Association. In 1976,
MSU opened its new Alumni
Center and Crone's efforts
were instrumentalin planning
for the restoration and refur
bishment of the building. The

following year, he was in
ducted asan honorarymember
of Omicron Delta Kappa, the
MSU leadership fraternity.
Active outside the Univer
sity as well, Crone has held all
the offices of the Exchange
Club, including presidency of
the Exchange Club of East
Memphis. He served on the
board of directors of the
Tennessee State Exchange
Clubs and received the Exchangite of the Year award.
He is past president of the
Tennessee Monument Dealers
Association and past board
member of the National
Monument Dealers Associa
tion. Crone is marriedto Alma
Dell Barnes.

There are many qualities of
leadership. Some say leaders
have two important charac
teristics: first, they are going
somewhere; second, they are
able to persuade others to go
with them. MSU alumnus Bill
Morris has been leading the
government of the largest

county in Tennessee to pro
gress andgrowth fora number
of years and his success in
being reelectedhas shownthat
many are following.
Since his college days at
MSU and the Southern Law
School, Morris has consis
tently distinguished himself
in significant and public ser
vice roles in the Memphis and
Shelby County community as
well as on the state level.Since
September, 1978,he hasserved
as Mayor of Shelby County.
Morris was elected asShelby
County Sheriff at age 31 and
won re-election in 1964 and
1968, serving the three terms
allowed at that time by the
constitution. On the national

That "learned member"
received a business admini
stration bachelor's degree in
1976 and his master's in the
same area in 1980. He has
served as a trustee of the
Memphis State Foundation
and is a member of the Scho
lar's Club. He is a trustee of
Memphis Museums, Inc., a
board memberof theEconomic
Club of Memphis and a
member of the board of direc
tors of the Memphis Chamber
of Commerce.
Today, Martin is a partner
in General Shopping Centers,
a development firm. He is
married to MSU alumna Jean
Longmire.

level, Morris serveson several
important posts with the
National Association of
Counties.
He isa memberof A1Chymia
Shrine, Optimist Club, Lions
Club, and the Navy League.
In addition, he hasserved as a
member ofthe CottonCarnival
board of directors, past presi
dent of Boys Town and has
served state-wideand regional
posts withthe BoyScouts. His
civic activities have resulted
in numeroushonors including
Tennessee Jaycee of the Year,
Tennessee's Outstanding
Young Man, Kiwanis Law
Man of the Year award, Na
tional Optimist award, Ben
Franklin Outstanding Citi
zenship Award and Liberty
Bell Award from the local bar
association.
Morris is married to Ann
Norton.
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This Center Is
"Nucleus"
Of New Careers
The MSU Nuclear Skills Training Program

NST alumni Dale Cloninger and James Farrow successfully completed the MSU program and went to high-paying jobs in t
nuclear power and support-related industries. Farrow was a high school graduate who went through the program on a VEPCO
scholarship. Cloningerwas a former receptionist.Neither had prior trainingin this high-tech area before coming to Memphis State.

By Dr. D.W. Jones, director

The Nuclear Skills Training Pro
gram at MSU is just one part of the
services pro vided by MSU's Center
for Nuclear Studies.The other facets
of the Center—on-site training at
nuclear power plants and testing
will be discussed in later issues.

During the forthcoming decade,
employment in the nuclear utility
industry will rise from approxi
mately 41,000 management, techni
cal and professional positions in
1981 to about 54,000in 1991, for an
increase of roughly 33 percent. Of
these positions, approximately 23
percent arein thecategory ofskilled
technicians and 14 percent are in
the operator categories. To supply
new personnel for these categories
alone will require that 1000 new
personnel be recruited and trained

annually in each area. These
personnel needs represent employ
ment opportunitiesfor many people
in an industry that uses advanced
technology. The purpose of the
Nuclear Manpower Program at
Memphis State is to recruit, train,
and place personnel with no prior
nuclear experience in these jobs.
The Center for Nuclear Studies
has operated the NST program
since 1978 for the purpose of pre
paring personnel with no previous
nuclear training or experience for
entry-level positions in nuclear
power plants across the country.
As of this January, 181 students
had entered the program and of the
169 who had graduated by Decem
ber 1982, 88% have found jobs. Of
those 88%, 83%have been employed
in the nuclear industry in jobs for
which they were specificallytrained
to meet entry-level requirements.
One important fact to note is that
the NST program has placed more
minorities and women into the

nuclear power industry than ever
before.
Many ofthe studentsget financial
support to enter the program. Fiftyfour percentare supported by feder
al funds, 17% have been supported
by industrial scholarships and 29%
paid their own way. A significant
factor inrecruiting students for the
program is the result of the 98
students who graduated from the
NST program supported by the
Office of Farmworker Programs.
These students were from rural
backgrounds; manywere previously
migrant farmworkers who made
$3,000 ayear. Theyhad notechnical
training and were predominantly
minorities. After completing the
MSU program, 80 were employed
in thenuclear utilityindustry. Some
of these students went from the
poverty level to $25,000 salaries in
just a few years.
High schoolgraduates in the area
served by the Virginia Electric
Power Company (VEPCO) were

given scholarships to enterthe NST
program at the University. The
students come to MSU for a sixmonth trainingprogram andreturn
to their home communities to take
jobs at VEPCO's nuclear power
plants. The advantages to the
community, the students and the
utility are many. The company
saves on training costs per employ
ee, the students take advantage of
an advanced technology career
opportunity near their homes and
add to the economic impact of their
community.
Entering salariesof thegraduates
of the NST program were $14,300
for the first graduating class in
September, 1979, but have risen to
$19,200 forthe lastgraduating class
in December,1982. Startingsalaries
such as these allow graduates to
quickly repay their costof training;
or if the program is governmentsponsored, graduates will repay the
taxpayer's investment through in
come tax within two years.

Of the graduates employedin the
nuclear industry, approximately
70% have retained their jobs for
three years or more. Most graduates
who left their first employer re
mained in the industry.
The success of the Center in
training and placing personnel in
the nuclear industry is based upon
the relationship it has developed
with the employers of its graduates
by providing other job-related
training and technical assistance
programs for these employers at
the plant sites. The Center serves
21 utilities at present by providing
employment screening tests and
technical training at nuclear plant
sites throughout the nation.
These tests and training pro
grams given to nuclear plant
technicians and operators working
in theindustry are also givento the
students in the NST program to
assure that the trainingand educa
tion the students receiveis relevant
to the jobs for which they apply.

These factors have assured the
nuclear industry of the credibility
of the Center's NST program and
provide the basis for the high
placement rate of its graduates.
Potential job opportunities for
the unemployed (many air traffic
controllers and laid-off TV A and
International Harvester workers
have entered the program) during
the forthcoming decade are avail
able according to reportsissued by
the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations regarding employment
in the industry for 1981 to 1991.
The Nuclear Skills Training Pro
gram at MSU is identifying and
training a large percentage of the
persons who will move into these
jobs and make a real economic
impact on their communities be
cause of their increased salaries
and buying power and in some
cases, becauseof theirremoval from
their community's unemployment
rolls. Many will owe their economic
start to Memphis State University.
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The Headbone's
Connected To
The Hexadecimal Keypad
By Laverne Daley
Heroes come in all shapes and
sizes.
Not many heroes, though, are
two feettall, withsquared-off heads,
only onearm, and bearinga striking
resemblance to R2D2 of Star Wars
fame. HERO I, the new robot-inresidence in the Engineering Tech
nology Department of Herff College
of Engineering at Memphis State,
does fit that description.
HERO I was acquired by the
department for use in teaching
courses inAutomation and Robotics
at MSU. Actually, the department
has two robots named HERO I.
One is already assembled, ready to
walk about on wheels, answer
commands and avoid running into
objects in the classroom. The other

robot will be assembled from a kit
as a class project during the fall
semester, according to Glen W.
Davis, assistant professor of en
gineering technology.
"Both HEROES aresmall robots
that move about, will sense light
and have voice capabilities with 28
phrases in memory that we cancall
up," he said. "Both are excellent
teaching devicesbecause theyhave
an on-board computer, so we cango
through the programming of vari
ous functions in the course."
"Robots are in use now for hot,
heavy and hazardous work," he
said. "Inany situation where there
is a repetitive task and a lot of
boredom on the part of the em
ployee, those jobs are looked at as
having good robot applications.
Robot applications should be con
sidered when the work to be done
requires at least two shifts of
operations and/or the wage rate
for unskilled labor is high."
A good example is a job where a
worker takes a piece of metal from
a skid, pallet or conveyor and puts
it into a forming press, and the

press comes downto forma desired
shape. "A lot of safety devices are
used to prevent an employee from
putting his hand into the machine,
but it still occurs," Davis said.
"Robots are also used in other
situations where the job requires
repetition and the human, either
because of fatigue, lack of interest
or to be creative, deliberately or
unintentionally changes the pre
scribed procedure.
"There is much talk about using
robots for repair work or mainte
nance where there is danger of
exposing people to environmental
hazards such as radiation," Davis
said. "Robots may be used for
security surveillance, where they
can move from various points, and
with their stored voice commands,
can deter someone from breaking
in." In such guard work, they can
move around on a prescribed path
and report movement when they
sense it, becoming a modern-day
version of the ancient town-crier.
The increasing use of robots in
the work place has led to fears that
these machineswill replacehumans
entirely inthe work place,but those
fears are unfounded, Davis said.
They will open up nearly as many
new jobs as they eliminate.
"Robots will certainlytake away
unskilled jobs and they will change
the natureof the skills that are now
required," Davis said. "I read
recently that you can either auto
mate, emigrate or liquidate. By that,
you can automate your factory so
you can be competitive; you can
send work overseas to do the work

cheaply; oryou canclose downand
go out of business. Those are the
only alternatives."
While robotics will take away
unskilled jobs, it will also make
room for more jobs because it will
open up new fields and new in
dustries altogether, Davis said.
"The nature of work is changing.
Factories are looking at ways to
eliminate people. Owners can write
off robots as a capital expense;
they don'thave laborproblems with
robots; theycan work robots around
the clock;they don'thave topay for
expenses such as vacations and
insurance. Factoryowners mayalso
change jobrequirements andreprogram a robot to do the new job at
very little cost."
Industry will have to make some
changes to accommodate the in
creasing take-over by robots and
automation, Davis said, such as
altering the traditional concept of
handling materials. "Right now,
parts are put into and taken out of
bins, but a robot has tremendous
problems reaching into a bin and
taking out a part. Materials will
have tobe placed on conveyors and
oriented for easy gripping so the
robot will have no problem in
handling the part. I forsee that
robots will be used in many areas
where they will changetheir hand,
or gripper,depending on need. With
a whole carousel of different type
grippers, when a robot senses the
need of a particular part, it can go
to the carousel, insert the proper
hand, go do the work, then replace
the hand. Machine tools already
are programmed to do this, and
robots soon will be doing it."
Some of the developmental work
now being done in robotics deals
with sensing capabilities and con
trol of mechanisms, Davis said.
"In some cases, you can design a
robot tocrush a can or to pick up an
egg. They can distinguish color
and shapeand theyhave theability
to controlthe forceof theirgrippers
to lift very small parts as well as
those that weigh over a ton. They
can start at a point, repeat an
operation again and again and
return to the point with anaccuracy
of as close asthree one-thousandths
(3/1000) of an inch.
Although most of the develop
mental work beingdone in robotics
now is in off-line programming by
means of computer software,there
are many ways robots are pro

grammed, Davis said. "In a leadthrough, they actually take the
robot by the hand, if you can think
of it thatway, and guide it through
a series of three dimensional
movements, as in paint-spraying
or welding, which automatically
stores that information in a mem
ory. When you release it, the robot
will reproduce exactly those mo
tions that you leadit through. You
can think of it as taking the robot
by the hand and leading it through
the steps."
In thenuclear industry, there isa
master-slave arrangement wherea
master controller is ahuman being
and the slave a robot that repro
duces the movement of the master
outside the area of radiation, Davis
said. Another programming method
is the teach mode, in which you
teach the robot by going through a
step-by-step operation, and then
ask the robot to go through those
same operations, reproducing the
movement you taught.
With its on-board computer,
HERO I (and its clone, after
assembly by the Electronics and
Engineering Technology students)
will allowstudents tolearn in-depth
the programming methods in use
throughout industry.Thosestudents
will also become acquainted with
robot-design and use, and look at
the increasingautomation ofindus
try along with projections for the
future, Davis said.
"We're teaching applications of
robots," Davissaid. "It'ssimply an
introduction to what they are, how
they can be used and what the
future holds. Students learn how to
investigate the robot's feasibility
in the work place and how to im
plement them with theleast amount
of problems."
Those students might not go on
to receive PhD's in robotics, but
they will know how robots fit into
their work place. In the future,
some of them might have to make
decisions about automation or
about robotsbeing usedin the work
place; some might even have to
decide what types of automationto
implement. "Theyhad better make
sure the implementation of the first
system is a success or they might
not get a second one," Davis said.
HERO I, along with the informa
tion they receive inthe Automation
and Robotics course, might come to
the students'rescue in making that
right decision.
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MSU alumna Judge Bernice Donald made history
last year when she took office in September as
General Sessions Judge for the 9th Division in
Shelby County, becoming the first black woman
elected to a judgeshipin Tennessee and the youngest
jurist in Shelby County.
Judge Donald said she is "quite proud and feels
honored to have been the one to make Tennessee
history. I also feel a special responsibility to be a
positive rolemodel in thepublic's eyes."She saidshe
24

is especiallyinterested inmaking a favorable impact
on teenagers and children, with whom she has
represented in juvenile court.
Judge Donald spends much time speaking toarea
elementary and high schools and civic groups about
the judicial process in the community. In addition,
she invites classes tosit inon her court sessions. She
said she is careful to explain what actually occurs
during each case and why a certain judgement is
rendered.
A native of Olive Branch, Mississippi, Judge
Donald received her B.A. insociology from Memphis
State University in 1974 and a J.D. five years later
from the Cecil C. Humphreys School of Law. While
pursuing her law degree, she worked in a manage
ment position at South Central Bell Telephone
Company. After passing the Tennessee bar, she
entered private practice, andin April 1980 thedirector
of Memphis Area Legal Services hired her as staff
attorney to manage senior citizens andemployment
law.
In November 1980, Judge Donald was appointed
as an assistant public defender for Shelby County to
handle misdemeanorcases inGeneral Sessions court.
Under her new judicial appointment she sees as
many as 100 to 400 court appearances in one day,
with most violators being from the age of 18 to 25
years old, she said.
Almost 60 percent of the cases she hears are
repeating violators, she said.She iscurrently working
with others to re-evaluate the justice system and
hopes to find ways "to make punishment more
relative and meaningful.I'm working to improve the
system on my present level," she said.
Judge Donald has recently been featured in both
Ebony and Essence magazines. In 1981 she was
named one of the Outstanding Young Women of
America, and in 1982 received the Young Career
wart*> State of Tennessee.
Connie
1
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Charles Jetton
Charles Jetton said hehas no regrets about his 19
years of service to Memphis State. "This school has
been and will be a big part of my life," he said. "I
believe there is a good education tobe received here,
and Memphis State greatly benefits the city of
Memphis.
"There is almost an unlimited supply of potential
at this school."
Jetton, who retired in January, tapped that
potential often during tenure as director of admini
strative and business services at MSU.
It began shortly after receiving his B.B.A. from
Vanderbilt, after he opened Dowdle-Jetton Sporting
Goods Shop with Bill Dowdle. The University was
starting to grow during the sixties and Dr. Cecil C.
Humphreys asked Jetton to join forces with the
campus and run the university bookstore.
At thattime, Memphis State wasexpanding rapidly
and school officials felt that a person with a broad
knowledge of business was needed.
By 1972, Jetton was director of business services,
later expanded to administrative and business
services; encompassing the food, printing, mail and

other services provided to campus students and staff.
"I have really enjoyed working with both students
and the staff at Memphis State," he says, telling of
an eventinvolving hisboss, vice president ofbusiness
and finance, Dr. R. Eugene Smith.
"When Dr. Smith received his doctorate from Ole
Miss, he named his dissertation some gosh awful
title," said Jetton. "Well, I gave him a book full of
blank pages entitled 'Practical Titles For. . .' with
the name of his dissertation. That was just one of the
many times he fired me over the years," he joked.
A member of the University athletic committee
and former minor league baseball player, Jetton
prides himself on going to all the MSU athletic
events he can make.
In fact, he and his wife attended the NCAA
basketball tournament games twice last year. "I
plan to go wherever the Tigersgo," hesaid.—Connie
Whittington.
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Eleanor Zurbruegg

Janie Lea Taylor
How would you like to be the featured model in
fashion shows from Europe to the Orient or travel to
the Cotton Exchange andenjoy a breath-taking view
of the New York skyline at dusk while dining at the
World Trade Center?
Janie LeaTaylor, asenior homeeconomics/fashion
merchandising major at Memphis State, and the
1982 Maid of Cotton, has enjoyed each. Further, she
is an honored guest at a number of trade functions
hosted by U.S. ambassadors around the world.
As Maid, Janie's main job is to focus attention on
the importanceof cottonto the world economy and to
our nation in terms of employment, world trade,
energy conservation, productivity and food value.
But Janie's ties to Memphis State make her an
ambassador for the University as well as for the
cotton boll.
The MSU senior speaks to Rotary Clubs in cities
across the country and appears before other groups
and civic organizations. Her international tour will

take herto Japan,Taiwan, Korea, Denmark,Norway,
England and Canada.
Janie said she isexcited thatshe will be ableto use
the connections she has made as Maid of Cotton
after she graduates from MSU. As Maid, she has
worked with fashion coordinators in leading New
York department stores, and met the presidents of
some of themajor textile mills. She plans tocombine
this background with her major in fashion mer
chandising.
An active student, Janie maintains a 3.5 grade
point average and is involved in her sorority Delta
Gamma, the Panhellenic Council, Omicron Delta
Kappa leadership honorary and Tiger Lillies. She is
also presidentof herresidence hall association and is
a justice of the student court.
College student, Maid of Cotton, active young
lady, Janie says that she stays busy because she
enjoys it.
"Memphis State has alot tooffer. It's just a matter
of getting involved."—Connie Whittington.

"Elementary school teachers haveto likewhat they're
doing, and hopefully like children, too," says 1982's
Tennessee Teacher of the Year, Eleanor Zurbruegg.
Zurbruegg, a Memphis State graduate who will
compete for the national title, received the state
award from Tennessee Education Commissioner
Bob McElrath last September.
Known for her original instruction materials,
Zurbruegg, a teacher in the Memphis City School
System, said her teaching skills haveimproved over
time. "Ideveloped my ownstyle," shesaid, "buta lot
of people influenced my ideas."
Perhaps her parents had the greatest impact on
her, she said. "They read and played with us and
encouraged us to utilize our talents to create and to
express ourselves."
Zurbruegg wasraised inPaducah, Kentucky, where
she was the middle child in a five-daughter family.
"My mother would gather us together as she read
from 'Little House on the Prairie' each morning
around the breakfast table. We were always doing
things as a family."
Doing thingsas afamily isa practiceshe continues
with her own children because no matter how tight
her schedule might be, the mother of two always
takes time with herhusband and children before she
prepares lessons for the following day's classes.
"My family comes first,"she said. After a full day
of school, she and her husband, an employee of
Sears, spend time with their adopted Korean sons,
Jared, 11 and Jonathan, 8.
Only afterthe boyshave goneto bed does Zurbruegg
start preparing for the next day of class activitiesin

math, science, social studies, health, handwriting,
art and three levels of reading.
"My goal is to make each lesson interesting and to
bring things to life. The more a child can do and
touch and feel," she explains, "the more he will
learn."
For example, one little boy in the melded class of
first and second-graders she teaches, wanted to
make a teddy bear. Zurbrueggsaid she was surprised
to learnthat hedidn't mean a paper bear, but a "real"
stuffed bear. So she let five of the boys make bears
with felt, stuff them andmake noses and mouthsand
button eyes.
Other examples of her prize-winning teaching
techniques include Connie, the Consonant Clown
and herfriend, Vinnie, the Vowel Towel. The children
use the information on these two, but also consider
them "friends."
These types of visual aids are important for stu
dents because"anytime youcan geta childinvolved,
he gets excited and learns," she said. "Active
participation, as in making a teddy bear or making
fudge, which the students have also done, creates
initiative in the child."
The state's top teacher says the most prevalent
public school problem she sees is that of unjustified
criticism. "We (the schools) get criticism from people
who do notknow what they're talking about. This is
not the same as valid criticism, which is always
welcome."
To help relieve the problem, Zurbruegg invites
groups to sit in on her classes from time to time.
"Teachers really work hard," she said, "and some
people don't know that. But, a lotof groups find they
like us when they leave."—Connie Whittington.
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EVENTS
1983

MAY

May 1-31

1982-1983 Academic Fund continues.

May 18

Annual meeting of trustees for MSU Foundation.

June 1-30

1982-83 Academic Fund continues.

June 30

End of fiscal year.
Last day to participate in 1982-83 Academic Fund.

July 1

1983-84 Academic Fund begins.

July 14-30

Kenya Safari Travelin' Tigers Tour.

August 1-31

1983-84 Academic Fund continues.

August 4-12

British Isles Travelin' Tigers Tour

JUNE

JULY

AUGUST
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